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In this letter we present an in-depth circuit analysis of anomalous extraordinary transmission �ET�
through subwavelength slit and hole arrrays loaded by a dielectric slab. We show the key role played
by the thickness of the dielectric slab in order to enhance the transmission for TE-polarized waves
�incident electric field parallel to the slits or to the short in-plane period in hole arrays arranged in
rectangular lattice� within the cut-off regime of the apertures and to suppress Wood’s anomaly.
Analytical and numerical results together with experimental data are presented, showing good
agreement among them. This work provides physical insight of the underlying mechanism
governing anomalous ET and offers further independent control over orthogonal polarized waves
impinging into subwavelength aperture arrays. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3533815�

Transmission through subwavelength apertures1 has at-
tracted a great deal of interest since the first report of extraor-
dinary transmission �ET�.2 Although initially found in the
near infrared, it was then measured in other frequency
ranges, even when metals are nearly perfect conductors,3 so
the general underlying mechanism is related to the diffrac-
tion modes of the periodic structure.4,5 Nowadays, ET has
evolved extensively giving birth to interesting applications
such as molecular sensing, near-field scanning optical mi-
croscopy, nonlinear optics, etc.6 Furthermore, the terahertz
gap is experiencing a spectacular increment of sensing and
imaging applications due to the nonionizing character of ra-
diation at these frequencies that make them of great interest
for biological as well as security issues.7

In the past, we reported terahertz-ET employing hole
arrays in a rectangular lattice on a polypropylene film.8 We
also detected a high transmission peak below cut-off when
the electric field was parallel to the short hole array period-
icity, although, in principle, the shorter periodicity should
forbid ET. Consequently, it was termed anomalous ET. The
physical explanation is closely related to the excitation of a
dielectric slab mode.4,8 Similar results were theoretically dis-
cussed for slit arrays.9

Here we present a circuit analysis of anomalous ET
through hole arrays and inductive slit arrays similar to the
one presented in Ref. 10 to analyze capacitive slit arrays.
Equivalent circuits for regular ET were presented in Refs. 11
and 12.

For the analysis, the problem is reduced to a single unit
cell with orthogonal electric and magnetic walls,11 see Fig.
1�a�. An inductive aperture �circular in the plot� backed by a
dielectric slab is inserted in the middle section of the wave-
guide. In the subsequent analysis the normalized hole diam-

eter �slit width� is a /dx=0.35 and the ratio between lattice
dimensions is dy /dx=0.4.

From the artificial waveguide, the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 1�b� is deduced �see caption for notation�. There are
fundamental differences with respect to Ref. 10. A small hole
or a vertical slit on a metallic plate has an inductive nature13

and the first higher order mode of the artificial waveguide is
the TE20 mode, rather than TM02, whose admittance is

YTE20
= ���1 − � fc

f
�2
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where fc=c / �dx
��� is the cut-off frequency in a medium

with permittivity �, c the speed of light in vacuum, and dx the
horizontal waveguide dimension. Below cut-off, the induc-
tive character of the admittance is explicitly shown. In the
unloaded case, the equivalent circuit reduces to a transversal
electromagnetic �TEM� transmission line loaded with three
shunt inductive admittances �Yap+2CairYTE20

air , where Cair is
the coupling coefficient between the fundamental TEM and
the TE20 mode� and no resonant peak of transmission can be
expected. This is even more obvious when the aperture is a
vertical slit since in that case the invariance along y prevents
the excitation of TM modes and then all the parallel elements
are inductive. These features are shown in the curves of
Fig. 2 labeled as F=0 where the simulated �dashed� as well
as analytical �solid� transmission coefficients of freestanding
slit �panel �a�� and hole �panel �b�� arrays are compared.
Numerical results were obtained with CST MICROWAVE STU-

DIO™, and the agreement with the equivalent circuit results is
outstanding.

When a dielectric slab is added, the parallel admittances
due to the TE20 mode modify accordingly. With a single
dielectric slab backing the perforated plate, with the rest of
the waveguide filled with air, the admittance due to TE20
mode is
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where the first and second terms on the right-hand side cor-
respond to the input admittance seen toward the source and
load, respectively, and Cdiel and Cair stand for the coupling
coefficients between the fundamental TEM mode and the
TE20 mode in the dielectric loaded and air faces, respectively.
It is assumed that the only relevant higher order mode is the
TE20 and we assume that the rest of higher order TE modes
simply add an inductance that we insert in the term Yap
of Fig. 1�b�. The effect of TM modes is neglected, which
is a reasonable approximation in rectangular structures where
dx�2dy. Inevitably, this leads to inaccuracies above fc

air

�=c /dx�, which will be more evident in hole arrays than in
slit arrays where TM modes play no role at all. According to
Eq. �2� three different spectral regions can be identified.
When f � fc

diel�=c / �dx
���� the input admittance is purely in-

ductive and when f � fc
air the admittance is in general com-

plex and the first term of the right-hand side does not show
any pole, so no resonant features are foreseen in either case.

Interestingly, when fc
diel� f � fc

air the input admittance
Y in,TE20

is purely imaginary and the term due to the dielectric
slab Y in,TE20

diel can have poles and zeros. In the most general
scenario, a zero takes place first, and then a pole emerges.
Nevertheless, depending on the dielectric slab parameters,
the latter would effectively occur above fc

air. Defining an aux-
iliary factor F=h��−1 /dx, if F�0.25 �curve labeled as
F=0.34 in Fig. 2� then fc

diel� fpole� fc
air and there is a fre-

quency where the admittance diverges to infinity originating
a null in transmission �known as Wood’s anomaly in grating
theory�. The pole is preceded by a zero that changes the sign

of the admittance that becomes capacitive. The pole makes
the capacitance tend to infinity so there is a frequency where
it completely cancels the total inductance due to the aperture
and Y in,TE20

air . Thus, the null in transmission is related to a
resonance of the TE20 mode in the dielectric slab and the
peak is a consequence of the strong admittance divergence
associated with the resonance that eventually matches the
aperture inductance. Other features observed in the figure are
the slight crest before the anomalous ET peak, caused by the
constructive interference due to the Fabry–Pérot resonance
of the fundamental TEM wave inside the dielectric slab, and
a kink at c /dx related to the change from cut-off to propaga-
tion of the TE20 mode in air. Again a very good agreement is
observed between the simulation �dashed� and equivalent cir-
cuit �solid� results and, as expected, the concordance is better
for slit than for hole arrays.

Conversely, if F�0.25 no pole appears in the spectrum
since this condition would be above fc

air. However, this fre-
quency is a branch point beyond which the admittance is no
longer purely imaginary but complex. Nevertheless, a maxi-
mum is still possible, as Y in,TE20

diel always has a zero �in the
limit F=0 it appears exactly at fc

air� so that Y in,TE20

diel has ca-
pacitive character with a capacitance that increases monoto-
nously �although not necessarily diverging to infinity due to
the absence of a pole� and a point can exist where it still
cancels the inductance. However, a closed analytical expres-
sion cannot be given since it depends on the exact geometry.
At most, what can be expected is a relative maximum �a
kink� at c /dx, without the presence of a marked minimum �at
difference of what happened with F=0.34� due to lack of any
pole.

This case has been plotted in the curves of Fig. 2 labeled
as F=0.04 and 0.17. Clearly, a local maximum appears in

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic representation of the equivalent wave-
guide employed to analyze anomalous ET. The location of electric and mag-
netic planes is consistent with the wave polarization. Parameters: dx, dy

in-plane periodicities; h dielectric slab thickness of permittivity �. �b�
Equivalent circuit where the previous waveguide is reduced to two dominant
modes: TEM and TE20. Notation: subscripts denote the specific mode �TEM
or TE20� and superscripts the medium �air or dielectric�; �i

j �i: TEM /TE20; j:
air/diel� is the complex propagation constant, which in the case of TEM
mode reduces to kTEM

air =k0 and kTEM
diel =�k0; Yi

j and Y in,i
j are the characteristic

and input admittances in each case.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Anomalous ET for subwavelength slit �a� and hole
�b� arrays. Numerical simulation �dashed� and equivalent circuit �solid� re-
sults for F=0 �unloaded structure�, F=0.04, F=0.17, and F=0.34.
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both cases, and its magnitude approaches unity for the latter
case. Also, the level is different in hole or slit arrays since
both inductance and coupling factors are different in each
situation. A good agreement is again noticed between simu-
lation and equivalent circuit results.

In order to validate analytical and numerical results, sub-
wavelength hole arrays with F factors covering the three
cases studied were characterized. Table I summarizes unit
cell parameters. Cases F=0.04 and 0.20 were manufactured
by a conventional photolithography technique and measured
with a backward-wave oscillator spectrometer and a vacuum
Fourier transform-spectrometer “Bruker IFS 66v/s,” respec-
tively. The other case, F=0.34 was manufactured by a nu-
merical milling machine and tested with an ABmm™ vector
network analyzer.

Clearly, F=0.04 �Fig. 3� does not display any resonant
feature, whereas the other cases do. Notice also that Wood’s
anomaly is slightly manifested for F=0.34 and suppressed
for the other two cases in agreement with the previous analy-
sis. Also, in the case of F=0.34, one can perceive the slight
crest and the kink before and after the anomalous ET in that
order. Moreover, the narrower behavior of the anomalous ET
peak for F=0.34 with respect to F=0.20 is evident.

Total transmission is expected for F=0.34, but the trans-
mission coefficient reaches a moderate value of 0.35, even
lower than for F=0.20. This disagreement can be explained
by the number of illuminated holes:14 when F=0.34, the in-
cident Gaussian beam impinges on the sample with a diam-
eter of 18.4 mm illuminating effectively 72 holes �6	12�,
whereas when F=0.20, the Gaussian beam diameter is
10 mm and illuminates up to 18 480 holes �210	88�. Also,
the measured structure is obviously lossy, and due to the
strongly resonant nature of the peak, intense electric currents
are excited at resonance leading to Ohmic dissipation. In
addition, manufacture tolerances cannot be discarded.

Ohmic losses can be easily included in the equivalent
circuit by simply connecting a resistor in series with the ap-
erture inductor. Nevertheless, it is not straightforward to in-
corporate the effect of the number of holes. This puts in
evidence the main drawback of the circuit approach to char-
acterize regular and anomalous ET: it does not account for
effects caused by finite structure; thus, it may disagree with
experimental results in terms of magnitude. Anyway, it is a
useful tool to find the location of resonances and to predict
rapidly anomalous ET and suppression of Wood’s anomaly.

In summary, circuital analysis founded on transmission
line concepts has been applied to model the anomalous ET
through subwavelength apertures. Those regimes where
anomalous ET happens have been identified with the excita-
tion of the TE20 mode of the artificial waveguide. The zero
and pole introduced by this mode when it is in propagation
inside the slab are sufficient to explain the presence of peaks
and nulls of transmission. A deep analysis of the different
operation regimes as a function of the dielectric slab param-
eters has been presented: for thick enough substrates a peak
followed by a null appears, whereas for thin substrates only
the peak survives, being equivalent to an effective suppres-
sion of Wood’s anomaly. The closed-form analytical formu-
las derived agree remarkably with full-wave numerical cal-
culations and are also well-supported by experimental data at
millimeter and terahertz waves. These closed-form analytical
equations are useful as a fast design tool for applications
such as dark field and near-field scanning optical
microscopy15 and filters sensitive to polarization.
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TABLE I. Unit cell parameters of the three subwavelength hole arrays fab-
ricated and measured in this work.

F
h

�
m� �

dx

�
m�
dy �dy /dx�

�
m�
a �a /dx�

�
m�

0.04 40 2.25 1200 500 �0.42� 420 �0.35�
0.20 20 2.25 113 47.5 �0.42� 43.1 �0.38�
0.34 980 2.43 3400 1500 �0.44� 1200 �0.35�

FIG. 3. �Color online� Experimental anomalous ET through three different
subwavelength hole arrays: F=0.04, F=0.20, and F=0.34.
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